RFC3530bis Update

Thomas Haynes
Task List

- All items done
- Track remaining issues on WG alias
  - Oracle: Client ID issues with Migration
  - Oracle: NFS4ERR_DELAY bumping seqid
  - Note: these could become an informational RFC
- Eventually need to draw a line in the sand
Time to start Last Call

- 3530bis: draft-ietf-nfsv4-rfc3530bis-10.txt
  – 2 minor typos fixed after this
- XDR: draft-ietf-nfsv4-rfc3530bis-dot-x-05.txt
Lessons learned

- Keep all changes up to the final document in source control
  - Do not want to convert 300+ pages from .txt to .xml
  - Do not want to find out you are missing edits done by the AD on the previous version

- Start next version right away
  - Apply edits for errata to source control
  - Do not keep
    - task list
    - issue tracker
    - mailing list AIs
  - Do make edits as issues are hot